Healthy and Happy

Can you think of movies that have dog actors? The movie “101 Dalmatians” does. There are 250 dogs in the movie! People made sure the dogs stayed safe. They made sure the dogs got food and water. They made sure the dogs got rest and plenty of space too.

Your Eyes Can Fool You

No dogs were hurt in the making of the movie. In one part, a clock falls on a dog’s head. The clock looks heavy. It was not. It was made out of special paper. It did not hurt the dog at all. At the end of the movie, it says “No Animals Were Harmed.”® Look for these words at the end of all movies!

1. What are four things dog actors need?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. What does the author mean by “Your Eyes Can Fool You”? _____________

________________________________________________________________________

3. Underline the words you should look for at the end of movies.